
Lapee - The Women’s Urinal

▪ 3 user women’s urinal promotes gender equality
▪ Pink and easy to spot
▪ Reduces long toilet queues at events
▪ A clean, safe and efficient option for ladies to pee
▪ High walls provide privacy and security
▪ With just the head above the wall, users have the  

security of seeing what’s going on around them
▪ Use of a Lapee urinal takes 30 seconds: use of a 

standard toilet takes 3 minutes
▪ 1100 litre capacity: sufficient for *3500-5000 

uses - or connect to a foul sewer for unlimited use

Advantages / USPs

▪ Outdoor events of all kinds
▪ Campsites 
▪ Ladies’ sporting events - marathons etc.
▪ Festivals
▪ Beaches

Applications

▪ Bracket for 3 x standard hand sanitiser bottles
▪ Drain valve for emptying and/or to connect to 

mains drainage

Features

Tough
Safe
Private
Gender inclusive

The “Game Changer” - 
3-user Women’s Urinal
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Ladies running event - 2022

Let’s confront a little-discussed problem...and offer an eye-catching solution!

Studies of the toilet facilities provided at many outdoor events suggest that 
90% of  queues for the toilets are made up of women who only need to pee and
yet - in the absence of any other solution - women have had to use the “standard” 
toilets put in place for all.  Which often involves waiting in a queue.

Whereas the male portable urinal has done a superb job over the years to reduce 
waiting times by “removing” lots of men from the queues, there’s surely more that
can be done to bring gender equality to using loos at events...it’s time for Lapee! 

Lapee is a 3-user urinal for women! Safe, private and quick.
Designed for women to pee: designed for hovering or squatting.

To get to the basics, we all recognise that the way the male body is built and the
way male clothing is designed makes it quicker and easier for men to pee. Women
need to undress more and need extra privacy when doing so. The smaller women’s
bladder also means that women tend to need to use the toilet more frequently.

But how would it be if there was a solution that gives women “toilet equality”
allied with privacy, safety, speed and hygiene?

Using the Lapee at your event will mean that women will no longer have to join
the queue to use “standard toilets.” Lapee boasts 3 separate and shielded “stalls”
with high walls for privacy. Using the Lapee urinal takes 30 seconds: using a
“standard” toilet takes 3 minutes. Now that’s what we call a time saving.
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Dimensions (cms)

*Please note: the product is not warrantied / designed
to be moved when full.
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*Usage estimates are all based on average pee volume of
between 200 - 350ml per visit, and may vary. The smaller
women’s bladder (500ml compared with 700ml for men) 
means that women will need to urinate more frequently.

Uses (standalone unit)

Height 175 cms / 69”

230 cms / 91”Length

Width 211 cms / 83”

Dry weight

Capacity

Uses (mains-connected)

1100 L / 242 gallons

240 kgs / 528lbs

3500 - 5000*

Unlimited
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Lapee allows women to pee quickly, safely 
and hygienically - that’s wee equality.

Lapee - privacy, simplicity, efficiency, equality
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Research suggests:

“90% of the toilet queues at events are made 
up of women who only need to pee.”

Each Lapee can free up 6 portable toilets 
for those who need them.

Gender inclusion

Hover - use feet guides Lapee boasts 3 separate, elevated 
easy-entry, shielded “stalls” for privacy.

Privacy & speed

Lapee can free up 6 x standard toilets

Did you know? Using a standard toilet takes 
up to 3 minutes: using a Lapee urinal takes 
just 30 seconds. That’s “queue busting.”3 x separate “hover only” stalls - WEE ONLY!

Users can see out but no-one can see in.

Ever had someone burst in on you 
unexpectedly because of a faulty door lock? 
Well, that won’t happen with Lapee!



Lapee - designed for women
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Girls Are Awesome event

HOW TO USE LAPEE - IT’S SIMPLE!

Roskilde Music festival

Roskilde Music festival

Go, go, go...!Turn aroundStep upStep in

Copenhagen Half Marathon


